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T R A C K I N G
RECEIVERS

OPTIONS

TRAXALL 500 & 501
The TRAXALL 500 and TRAXALL 501 receivers differ in their ability to support 
add-on accessories. The TRAXALL 501 system monitors the 22 Hz transmitter 
frequency and supports the use of remote electromagnetic antennas and strobe 
lights with two external connectors while the 500 system does not. TRAXALL 500 
is CDI’s lowest-cost receiver. 

Signal strength is intuitively indicated on a horizontal row of scrolling LEDs, 
while a single knob adjusts the reception sensitivity of each frequency. 

TRAXALL 620
With TRAXALL 620, up to three transmitter frequencies are represented as 
scrolling rows of LEDs. The 620 works with CDI’s transmitter family and the 
new TRAXALL X-Series multi-frequency transmitters, as well as transmitters 
from competitive systems. The TRAXALL 620 supports the use of remote 
electromagnetic antennas and strobe lights.

TRAXALL 720
The TRAXALL 720 tracks two programmable frequencies as well as 22Hz and 
MFL. A high-speed GPS system is built in, allowing arbitrary points of interest to 
be waypointed and stored in memory as GPS coordinates. Trackpoiting records 
breadcrumb trails showing routes taken to and from hard-to-find locations.

Bluetooth communication allows remote viewing of the system from a vehicle in 
inclement weather. LineStat provides the 720 with the capability to autonomously 
monitor for pig passages and send remote notifications as emails or text 
messages. LineStat requires no cellular telephone network, and funtions anywhere 
in the world.

TRAXALL 770
The TRAXALL 770 tracks as many as 7 different transmitter frequencies 
simultaneously with a unique color assignment for each on the bright, wide 
temperature display. A high-speed GPS system is built in, allowing arbitrary 
points of interest to be waypointed and stored in memory as GPS coordinates. 
Trackpoiting records breadcrumb trails showing routes taken to and from hard-to-
find locations.

Bluetooth communication allows remote viewing of the system from a vehicle in 
inclement weather. LineStat provides the 720 with the capability to autonomously 
monitor for pig passages and send remote notifications as emails or text 
messages. LineStat requires no cellular telephone network, and funtions anywhere 
in the world.


